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The NDFC has secured WDF as well as BDO Invitational table ranking points for the three newest WDF ranked 
tournaments in Canada. This means Canada now has six WDF ranked tournaments. 

Following our meeting with the respective executives in Bridlington England, the ranking points for both tables 
were approved. The NDFC (Mary Dezan and Bill Hatter) presented the application on the grounds that 
tournaments carrying both WDF and BDO Invitational table ranking points would be more advantageous to all 
participants in the quest for placement at the BDO and WDF major events. (Originally the WDF ranking was 
awarded without BDO Invitational table points).

The opportunity for our players  has never been more promising as there are now thirteen tournaments in North 
America that carry WDF ranking points, with some carrying BDO Invitational Table ranking point’s. All Canadian 
WDF ranked events carry BDO Invitational table points. Players in North America can now pursue points without 
having to travel to Europe or other countries outside the US and Canada.

This should enhance attendance at tournaments because it is now more attainable for our players in Canada to 
earn points while increase the likelihood of becoming a threat to the top ranked players on the WDF and BDO lists
respectively. As well, it should increase the possibilities that could place our players within striking distance of pre 
qualified positions into major tournaments that require pre qualifying. (World Masters, World Professional etc).

The tournaments in North America are:-

Bob Jones Memorial    (On) CANADA
Colorado Open   (CO) USA
Klondike Open   (AB) CANADA
Quebec Open   (QC) CANADA
Las Vegas Open   (NV) USA
Virginia Beach Classic    (VA) USA
Halifax Open    (NS) CANADA
Charlotte Open    (NC) USA
Canadian Open    (QC) CANADA
Houston Open    (TX) USA
Dublin Open    (AB) CANADA
USA Darts Classic    (CT) USA
WDF World Cup Singles    (NC) USA
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